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N E W S L E T T E R

The Indigenous Health training team is responsible for
delivering Indigenous Health Education for Registrars,
Supervisors, Practice Managers and staff. This is
deliverable through various methods including our
Cultural immersions and the development of
educational resources, including our YouTube Channel,
our Podcast and our document resource library, (like
this very publication). For YouTube and Podcasts,
search: Indigenous Health MeDTalk.
 
Additionally, the team provides ongoing support to our
Indigenous GP registrars and registrars working in an
Aboriginal Medical Service. 
 
Over the last couple of years, the team has been
working hard on developing key contacts and
relationships within our local Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander communities which ultimately value adds
and underpins our work with GPTQ.

we have also begun delivering an "Out West" Immersion
and a soon to be delivered "Spicers Homestead"
Immersion, which will also be in alignment with the GPTQ
boards acknowledgement of the importance of including
both rural and Indigenous education for GP Registrars.
 
Meet the Team (from left to right)
 
Candice Raymond - Barunggam and Kokobera with close
family connections to the Waanyi and Kuku-Yalanji Nations,
Administration Officer: Community liaison, special projects &
googler extraordinaire.
Sarah Murphy Program Co-ordinator: time keeper, list
keeper, makes things happen and keep the team in line-er.
Dr Danielle Arabena - Descendant from Meriam people
in the Torres Strait, Medical Educator, IHT fearless Leader. 
Sally Anderson - Design Co-ordinator: creates things and
makes them look pretty.

Who We Are
The IHT team is comprised of four dedicated women
with complimentary strengths which allows for a
dynamic integration of ideas in order to create and
deliver innovative strategies which elevates GPTQ to
being a leader in the field of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Health.
 
Our vision for 2020 and beyond is to continue to
expand upon the work we have delivered over the last
6 years. 
 
Given the success of our original Cultural Immersion
event on Stradbroke Island, 
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The 13th  of February 2008 marked a poignant moment in
Australia’s history as Prime Minister Kevin Rudd offered a long
awaited apology to the Stolen Generations on behalf of the
Australian Government. Through this seemingly simple but
powerful act, he acknowledged the heartache, cruelty and
injustice that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people
endured from 1890 to 1970 when the Government’s
Aboriginal Protection Policy allowed the legal removal of
children from their families, some even being taken from their
mother’s arms. In the apology Rudd recognised the negative
long-term effects of policies that continue to effect individuals
and their families in the present day.
 
The traumatic forced removal of Indigenous Australian
children from their homes, families and culture is now widely
acknowledged as one of the darkest chapters in Australia’s
story. Generations of history, language and story, along with
thousands of years of dreaming, were lost when these
children were taken by force from their families. In the
majority of cases they were separated from their siblings and
cousins and put into loveless missions, cruel foster care
systems and unhappy homes for boys and girls. By the time
they left the system at 18 years of age most were so broken
and scarred they didn’t know where to begin the search to
find out who they are and where they came from.
 
The heinous atrocities inflicted on these Indigenous Australian
children have been compared by some with the holocaust
and German concentration camps. Of the thousands of
children taken, there are many who were never to see their
parents and relatives again. Those who were told untruthfully
that they were unwanted orphans would grow up with a
crippling sense of rejection and anguish, often not learning
the truth until it was too late to begin the search for their
families. Still others to this day live with the nightmares of
their painful past.
 
Until the 2008 apology the Australian Government and many
of its citizens refused to acknowledge the stolen generations,
forcing those affected to live in shame and silence. In 1997 a
document called ‘Bringing Them Home’ gave a voice to the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people who had lived
these horrors and this is what they had to say:

'“We may go home, but we cannot relive our childhoods. We may
reunite with our mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers, aunties, uncles,
communities, but we cannot relive the 20, 30, 40 years that we
spent without their love and care, and they cannot undo the grief
and mourning they felt when we were separated from them.

'We can go home to ourselves as Aboriginals, but this does not
erase the attacks inflicted on our hearts, minds, bodies and souls,
by caretakers who thought their mission was to eliminate us as
Aboriginals” (Link-Up (NSW) submission 186 page 29)

Homes Are Sought For These Children 
 
The caption reads: A GROUP OF TINY HALF-CASTE AND
QUADROON CHILDREN at the Darwin half-caste home. The
Minister for the Interior (Mr Perkins) recently appealed to
charitable organisations in Melbourne and Sydney to find
homes for the children and resuce them from becoming
outcasts. (Handwritten) I like the little girl in centre of group, but if
taken by anyone else, any of the others would do, as long as they
are strong.

“We was bought like a market. We was all lined up in white
dresses, and they’d come round and pick you out like you was for
sale”. Confidential submission 695, New South Wales: woman
fostered at 10 years in the 1970’s; one of a family of 13
siblings all removed; raped by foster father and forced to have
an abortion.

“Sometimes at night we'd cry with hunger. We had to scrounge in
the town dump, eating old bread, smashing tomato sauce bottles,
licking them”.  Bringing Them Home - Community Guide,
children's experiences

NATIONAL SORRY 
DAY

 



 

“When the girls left the home, they were sent out to service to work
in the homes and outlying farms of middle class white people as
domestics… On top of that you were lucky not to be sexually,
physically and mentally abused, and all for a lousy sixpence that
you didn’t get to see anyway. Also, when girls fell pregnant, their
babies were taken from them and adopted out to white families,
they never saw them again.” Confidential submission 617, New
South Wales: woman removed at 8 years with her 3 sisters in
the 1940s; placed in Cootamundra Girls’ Home.

Finally on the 13th  of February 2008 the Australian
Government broke the insidious cycle of silence and shame
surrounding the Stolen Generations by publicly recognising
the human rights violations that occurred between 1890 to
1970 and apologising for the Australian Government’s part in
what occurred. This is what Kevin Rudd had to say:
 
“These are uncomfortable things to be brought out into the light.
They are not pleasant. They are profoundly disturbing. But we
must acknowledge these facts if we are to deal once and for all
with the argument that the policy of generic forced separation
was somehow well motivated, justified by its historical context
and, as a result, unworthy of any apology today.On behalf of the
parliament of Australia, I am sorry.I offer you this apology without
qualification”. - Prime minister Kevin Rudds Apology to the
Stolen Generations, 13 Feb 2008
 
“There is some good news I would like to pass onto you. Everyone I
have spoken to has said it is like the world has been lifted off their
shoulders, because at last we have been heard. For me I have
grown stronger and now am able to move forward. You have
played a significant part in my journey back…”  (Letter of thanks
from a witness).

It is important to note that National Sorry Day and the
anniversary of the Apology are two separate days. The
Apology is the anniversary of the formal apology by then
Prime Minster Kevin Rudd to the Stolen Generations. The
National ‘Sorry Day’ is held each March 26th, and has been
commemorated since 1998 after the tabling of the Bringing
Them Home Report in Parliament.
 
For more information please visit the Australian Human Rights
Commission. 
 
Click here for a PDF copy of the Bringing Them Home Report.
 
Below image: Rhonda Randall and Sharon Mumbler (News Limited)

NATIONAL SORRY DAY
 

https://youtu.be/P6H1LBjFp0I
https://youtu.be/P6H1LBjFp0I
https://www.humanrights.gov.au/our-work/aboriginal-and-torres-strait-islander-social-justice/publications/bringing-them-home
https://www.humanrights.gov.au/sites/default/files/content/pdf/social_justice/bringing_them_home_report.pdf


LEGACY MAP
 

The massacres of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people
by European colonists between 1788 and 1930 were
documented in newspaper accounts, station records, private
correspondence from settlers, and in records kept by officers
in charge of Native Police patrols. The true extent of these
harrowing massacres is unknown as many were not recorded.
We invite you to take a moment or two to reflect on some of
the stories shared by the men and women affected, to this
day, by the Stolen Generation.
 
The trauma and memories of such massacres live on within
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and their
descendants. Without the opportunity to heal, the impact of
such trauma is passed from one generation to the next.
 
The GPTQ Landscape Legacy Map is a new initiative to better
understand what our surrounding landscape is telling us
about the epigenetics and impact of intergenerational trauma
upon our local Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities. It is hoped ongoing historical research into
locations of local massacres will help General Practitioners in
their understanding and holistic healthcare approach towards
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander patients.

Reported Massacres in Brisbane South: 
 
July 1831- 22 December 1832:  North Stradbroke Island. At
one of the highest points of conflict and violent incidents
between the Nughi people of Moorgumpin (Moreton Island)
and Noonuccal people of Minjerribah (North Stradbroke
Island) in defending their rights against British military, eight
Aboriginal people were killed by British Captain Clunie and his
soldiers as reprisal for one of their ships being attacked.

Lilly Pilly (Syzygium spp.)

BUSHFOOD

Lilly Pilly or Scrub Cherries as they are often
referred to  are a popular evergreen tree or hedge
with an edible deep red or purple fruit. 
 
Recipe: Wild Lilly Pilly &Rose Shrub
 
A shrub is a vinegar health drink. You can use these
recipes as a base and experiment with any fruit you
like. Let the shrub ferment, then, to drink, simiply
dilute a shot with some soda water, and sweetener
should you need it. A perfect mocktail, a health
shot. Or add vodka for a fabulous cocktail. 
 
Ingredients: 
 
250g lilly pillies

270ml apple cider vinegar
4 tablespoons maple syrup or raw honey
1 tablespoon dried rose petals
 
Place all the ingredients into a sterilised jar, making
sure you have enough vinegar to cover the fruit. Stir
to dissolve the maple syrup or honey. Place the lid on,
shake to mix, and store in a dry, cool place out of
direct sunlight for at least a month. Shake every
other day. 
 
 
 
Recipe courtesy of Warndu Mai - Good Food by Damien
Coulthard and Rebecca Sullivan 
 
 



 

 

The Story of a Poet and Activist

SOUTH BRISBANE HISTORICAL FIGURES
OODGEROO NOONUNCAL 1920-1993 

 
In the 1950s, Oodgeroo became interested in writing poetry
and joined the Brisbane arm of the Realist Writer’s
Group.She published her first collection of poetry in 1964 as
We Are Going. Her work was an immediate success selling
more than ten thousand copies making her the best-selling
Australian poet since C. J. Dennis. She used her plain-
speaking heartfelt moving poetry to give a voice to the
dispossession of Aboriginal people and their political
struggles for equal rights and justice, as well as trailblazing
the way for Aboriginal writing in Australia. She went on to
publish her second and third collections, The Dawn is at
Hand (1966) and My People: a Kath Walker Collection (1970).
 
In 1962, she was instrumental in advocating for citizenship
rights for Indigenous peoples as Secretary of the Federal
Council for the Advancement of Aborigines and Torres Strait
Islanders (FCAATSI), work that gave rise to the 1967
referendum.
 
Oodgeroo received numerous prestigious awards including
the Mary Gilmore medal (1970), the Jessie Litchfield Award
(1975), the International Acting Award and the Fellowship of
Australian Writers Award. In 1970, she was appointed as a
Member of the Order of the British Empire (Civil) for services
to the community, but she returned it in protest over the
bicentenary celebrations held in 1988. It was around this
time that she reclaimed her traditional name, Oodgeroo
(paperbark tree) of the Noonuccal Tribe.
 
In 1972, she withdrew from active involvement in political
organisations to live in semi-retirement on a leasehold
property, Moongalba (sitting-down place) at Minjerribah. She
began a new phase in her career as educator, cultural
guardian and ambassador for her people. She established
the Noonuccal-Nughie Education and Cultural Centre at
Moongalba where she held cultural programs for school
students and visitors. The Centre became an important
place for visiting Aboriginal students from across the
country.
 
She published a number of books of Aboriginal legends
aimed at young readers, including  Stradbroke
Dreamtime (1972), Father Sky and Mother Earth (1981), The
Rainbow Serpent  (1988),  Legends of Our Land  (1990),
and  Australia’s Unwritten History:  More Legends of Our
Land (1992). In 1982, she was awarded the FAW Christopher
Brennan award for her contribution to Australian literature.
 
In recognition of a lifetime commitment to Indigenous
peoples and her outstanding contributions to Australian
literature, Oodgeroo Noonuccal was awarded three
honorary doctorates by Universities within Australia.
 
 

One of Australia’s leading literary figures, Oodgeroo
Noonuccal was a renowned and respected campaigner for
Aboriginal rights, educator, environmentalist, artist and
much loved poet. 
 
Oodgeroo Noonuccal (1920-1993) was born Kathleen Jean
Mary Ruska, a descendent from her father’s people, the
Noonuccal clan of Minjerribah (North Stradbroke Island).
 
She attended Dunwich State School until age 13 when she
left to take up work as a domestic servant in Brisbane.
Poorly paid, she worked for a number of different families in
the 1930s due to the lack of opportunities open to
Aboriginal women. 
 
In 1942, she enlisted in the Australian Women’s Army
Service earning a promotion to corporal working in
switchboard operations and later transferred to the district
accounts office until discharged in 1944. 
 
In 1943, she married Bruce Walker, a childhood friend and a
descendant of the Gugingin (Logan) people. Around this
time, the couple became involved in the Communist Party of
Australia, the only political party in Australia that did not
support a White Australia policy. Oodgeroo (Kathleen
Walker) began to write speeches and participated in public
speaking.
 
By the time their son Denis was born in 1946, the couple
had separated, and Oodgeroo (Kathleen) raised their son
and maintained the household on her own. After her son
began experiencing difficulties at school, she returned to
domestic service, working in the household of two
prominent medical doctors, Sir Raphael and Lady Phyllis
Cilento. In 1953, she gave birth to a second son, Vivian (later
Kabul Oodgeroo Noonuccal), the child of the Cilentos’ son
Raphael junior.

Image source: QUT
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COVID-19 & COMMUNITY AWARENESS
 

Australia has so far avoided a catastrophic spread of the
coronavirus pandemic with (as at 30/04/2020) 6,752
confirmed Coronavirus (COVID-19) cases including 91 deaths. 
 
While federal and state governments have imposed tough
restrictions on movement, closed borders and sealed off
vulnerable Indigenous communities across the country,
concerns are running high about the disease's potential
impact on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities.
 
Indigenous people, who make up  three percent  of the
country's 24.6 million population, remain below the national
average in terms of life expectancy. With around 50 percent of
Indigenous people having major chronic health issues,
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities are more
likely to suffer from a highly contagious disease.
 
Even more concerning is that almost 20 percent of Indigenous
people live in remote areas and already struggle with health
issues such as respiratory problems, heart disease and
diabetes, and face the difficulty of accessing adequate health
care. Lack of medical staff, appropriate testing and resources
for these communities puts them at high risk. 
 
A COVID-19 outbreak in any of the remote Indigenous
communities across Australia would be absolutely
devastating.
 
The biggest concern expressed by health professionals is the
ssue of limited and overcrowded housing. It is not uncommon
for extended families of ten people or more to be living
together in a three-bedroom house with one bathroom which
may have poor plumbing and no hot water.
 

These conditions make it hard to stop the rapid spread of
COVID-19, and in remote areas this is compounded by few or
no community assets for people to safely self-isolate and
quarantine.
 
For Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, a strong
sense of self, culture, spirituality, family and community is
fundamental to their wellbeing and health. It’s very difficult for
close-knit Indigenous communities to impose self-isolation
and to stop or even limit numbers gathering for ceremonies,
funerals and ‘sorry business’ as cultural practices and kinship
are so important. 
 
Indigenous communities are also gravely concerned about
protecting their most valuable and vulnerable assets, their
Elders. It is the Elders who are the gatekeepers of First
Nations history and knowledge, and pass on wisdom and
guidance to future generations. An entire generation of Elders
could easily be wiped out if an outbreak were to occur.
 
Aboriginal community-controlled health organisations and
services are working around the clock to ensure that clear
educational messaging is being delivered through all available
communication channels and in traditionallanguages to
Indigenous communities to safely protect them from the
coronavirus
crisis.

Oodgeroo died of cancer on 16 September 1993. Her
distinctive and pioneering poetry was part of her literacy
legacy that went hand in hand with her active political life. In
recognition of her profound contribution to Australian
History, the QUT Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Support
Unit was named the Oodgeroo Unit in 2006.

https://player.whooshkaa.com/shows/indigenous-health-medtalk


This tragic historical
narrative is retold
through a fictional
lens, chronicling the
tale of three
Aboriginal brothers
who have opposing
ideas about how to
deal with the
Colonial threat. But
while the story is
confronting one,
the show creators
will have you leave
with a lightness
in your step and
gratitude in your
heart.

SPIRIT OF THE RED SANDS 
Journey from Dreamtime to 1800s Australia with Spirits
of the Red Sand. Deepen your understanding of
Indigenous Culture with your families. 
 
Set in the grounds of Beenleigh Historical Village, Spirits of the
Red Sand is an ancient story-telling style cultural theater show
that follows the true story of an Aboriginal family in their life
changing journey from Dream-time to the turbulent Colonial
events that occurred at the turn of the twentieth century.
 
This is a completely immersive evening that will open your
eyes to the history, beauty and vibrancy of the Aboriginal
people and the world’s oldest culture. The interactive show of
song and dance brings to life the spirit of the land and moves
through the storytelling of the drama and upheaval that took
place as two very different cultures learn to live alongside
each other.
 
You will watch the story take shape all around you as you are
led on a journey through open-air performance spaces of
Beenleigh Historical Village, a replica colonial-era Australian
village complete with a 19th-century wooden church and
traditional schoolhouse.

“The show was created was by Elder of the
Yugembeh, Yuggera and Quandamooka tribes Eddie Ruska
and his son Shannon.

And you won’t leave hungry. The show ends with a bush
tucker-inspired feast of unique Indigenous flavours. Joined by
cast members at dinner, you can treat your taste buds to
piping hot damper with dipping oils and wild finger lime and
macadamia nut bush dukkah. Tasting skewers of chargrilled
kangaroo, emu and crocodile as well as beef, lamb and
chicken are also available followed by homemade lemon
myrtle cheesecake.
 
To find out more visit www.spiritsredsand.com (image source)

You will also learn something new. European settlers claimed
Aboriginal lands as their own, displacing Aboriginal people of
their land, culture, family and community. This colonial period
marked the end of traditional life for Aboriginal peoples and
almost became as one cast member puts it, “lost in their own
land”. 



WHAT'S ON APR-JUN 2020
 
 

CHECK US OUT
 Indigenous Health Training Team Medical

Educator, Dr Danielle Arabena, regularly
yarns with a range of innovators, trail
blazers and community leaders in
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
health and medicine. These inspiring and
educational podcasts and videos provide
a wealth of information covering women,
men and children’s health, family health
and wellness, mental health, sexual
health, Our Mob Our Stories, Indigenous
history and community innovations
helping Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people. Season 3, out soon. 
 

PODCAST
Indigenous Health MeDTalk

3 June Mabo Day
Mabo Day commemorates the courageous efforts of Eddie Koiki Mabo, a Torres Strait Islander who
challenged the Australian legal system and fought for recognition of the rights of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples as the traditional owners of their land. The Australian High Court
delivered the  Mabo  decision on 3 June 1992, which recognised that Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples have a special relationship with the land. This paved the way for land rights known as
native title, the recognition that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples’ rights over their lands
did survive British colonisation.

27 May - 3 June National Reconciliation Week 
National Reconciliation Week celebrates and builds upon the respectful relationships shared by
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and other Australians. The week-long celebration is an
opportunity for all Australians to learn about our shared histories, cultures and achievements and
explore how we can positively contribute to the reconciliation effort and our national wellbeing. May
27 marks the anniversary of the successful 1967 referendum when Australians voted to remove
clauses in the Australian Constitution that discriminated against Indigenous peoples.   June 3 marks
the historic 1992 Mabo decision in which the High Court of Australia recognised native title.

26 May National Sorry Day 
National Sorry Day, or the National Day of Healing, remembers and acknowledges the past wrongs
and mistreatment of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples who were forcibly removed
from their families, community, land and culture. This resulted in what is known today as the Stolen
Generations and most Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people have been impacted either directly
or indirectly by the traumatic European colonisation of Australia. This day of recognition is a
contribution to the healing journey of Australia’s First Peoples in returning to their physical emotional,
spiritual and cultural wellbeing.

YOUTUBE
Indigenous Health MeDTalk
Learn more about working in Aboriginal medical health
services and about many fascets of Indigenous Culture by
checking out the Indigenous Health MedTalk Youtube
found on Apple Podcasts and Spotify, and our videos are
on the YouTube Channel. 

https://podcasts.apple.com/au/podcast/life-as-indigenous-elder-changing-landscape-aboriginal/id1449821987?i=1000454576267
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4H7FXolUj9Aa4GkvFUlh1Z
https://youtu.be/f2CaGpvG5bYhttps:/www.youtube.com/channel/UComzbsXZrVsUEGHRdw7M4sg/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UComzbsXZrVsUEGHRdw7M4sg/videos


CARING FOR
COUNTRY

IN THE TIME OF CORONA

 ‘If you look after the country, the country will look after you' Uncle Wayne Fossey
 

For Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people,
the land is life. They are connected spiritually to the land, water, flora,
fauna, air, soil, rocks, trees, salt and fresh water. An important part of
cultural practice is to respect connection to the land as it is intricately

linked to every aspect of their culture, health, spirituality and existence. The
Aboriginal Elders have always maintained that we do not own the land, but rather

we belong to and are a part of the land, or perhaps more accurately we are ‘beholden’
to the land and our role is to be its custodian.

 
The land and sea provides for our own health and well-being

and that of our communities, and we can reciprocate through developing an intimate
awareness of responsible landscape management and practice Caring for Country.

Caring for Country during COVID-19 
 
The coronavirus outbreak is first and foremost a human tragedy, affecting millions of people across the globe. Thousands of
people have already died and hundreds of thousands have fallen ill from the pandemic. Our entire way of life has changed
because of it. 
 
As humans slow down the pace of economic activity and isolate themselves to prevent the spread of COVID-19, the natural
world, it seems, is beginning to take deep cleansing breaths.  
 
The current fall in air pollution around the world is observable from space. Emission-detecting satellite images are showing
huge declines in air pollution over major cities in China, Europe and the U.S. 
 
Skies are clearing as the levels of pollutant nitrogen dioxide drop from reduced travel, transport, power plant and industrial
operations. People living in northern India are reacting in awe at the sight of the Himalayan mountain ranges more than 160
kilometres away.
 
Rivers, waterways and the canals of Venice, though not yet verified as cleaner, are now visibly clearer as a result of decreased
boat activity. 
 
Climate scientists are expecting a reduction in greenhouse gases carbon dioxide and methane that drive global warming.
 
What is encouraging is that when we remove the sources of pollution, unhealthy air clears up very quickly and highlights a
major benefit of switching to clean energy sources. 
 
But what will happen when these measures are eventually lifted? Perhaps this is the perfect time to consider what we can do in
our own backyards to adopt more gentle ways to care for our mother earth, protect our animals, produce less waste and
expose us all to fewer toxins.



CARING FOR
COUNTRY

IN YOUR OWN BACKYARD

 Let’s start with toilet paper! Can you reduce the number of sheets used per wipe and take the time to count the sheets? The
average Australian houseful of 2.6 people uses 409 regular rolls per year. If you halved your toilet paper usage, you will save
money and help reduce millions of tons of paper that goes un-recycled annually

Use reusable wax wraps, reusable ziplock bags, sandwich pouches or containers to store food

Try environmentally safe biodegradable dishwashing liquids or powders, such as Oxygen Bleach, and eco-friendly laundry
detergents

Use a palm oil free sunscreen to protect skin from the sun. Most mainstream makeup, skincare products and deodorants
contain hidden palm oil in their ingredients. Palm oil monoculture is responsible for immense deforestation, carbon
emissions from peatland destructions, extinction of wildlife and human right abuses in Indonesia and Malaysia

Create a compost heap at home using a bokashi compost bin system to create rich and nutritious soil conditioner for your
garden. Starter kits can be bought online from your local Biome store

Create your very own herb garden and vegetable patch, and don’t forget your flowers which help our bees. Gardening can
be a very meditative pursuit

Eat fruit and vegetables that are local and in season which requires fewer resources in packaging, storage and transport

Go meat and/or dairy free one day a week

Soothe chocolate cravings with ethical chocolate, raw, vegan, organic, locally made

Purify and alkalise water without waste using a ceramic water purifier

Fill and refill a reusable insulated water bottle to keep your drink cooler or warmer and take it everywhere with you, rather
than buying single-use plastic bottles of water

Use notebooks made from 100% post-consumer waste paper. The Notely range is designed and made in Brisbane

Use recycled paper in printers

Opt for a refillable pen

If you are looking for ways to learn more about the environment, here are some incredible films to watch while you stay at
home:

 

 

 

 

     

 

    

 

 

 

  

 

    

     

o   Mission Blue 
o   Tomorrow has come
o   Minimalism: a documentary about the important things
o   The Game Changers
o   Sexy Killer
o   Chasing Coral
o   Before the Flood
o   How to change the world

https://www.biome.com.au/?gclid=Cj0KCQjwy6T1BRDXARIsAIqCTXrm4tuJ-KTO5O25eWOWq5-RA8OwOZooLMtjf6EJSLq6gw3kOLFyp7kaAtmdEALw_wcB

